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Workshop Goal:

To build on and to complement Canadian-origin
Yukon River salmon restoration work to date.
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Executive Summary
Fisheries and Oceans Canada’s Salmonid Enhancement Program
(SEP) hosted a two-day Restoration Workshop on Canadian-origin
Yukon River Salmon on March 8 and 9, 2016 in Whitehorse, Yukon.
The workshop initiative, funded by the Yukon River Panel (YRP),
brought together over 40 participants representing Yukon First
Nations, Renewable Resources Councils, academia, consultants,
and territorial and federal agencies. Invitations were also extended
to Alaskan community, tribal and agency representatives. The
goal of the workshop was to build on and to complement the
restoration work to date that has occurred both domestically and
at the bilateral Yukon River Panel. The following summarizes the
overall workshop, highlights some common threads that emerged,
and identifies next steps in Canadian-origin Yukon River salmon
restoration.

Aknowledgement
The Yukon River SEP staff would like to thank the Yukon River Panel for
providing funding for this Restoration Workshop initiative. We also wish
to acknowledge our colleagues and our presenters for your ongoing
contributions and enthusiasm. Most importantly, we would like to
extend our sincere appreciation to all those who attended; it was your
participation and engagement that made the workshop a great success!
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November 2014
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April 2014
Yukon River Panel
Special Session on
Stock Restoration
Spring 2015 (Ongoing)
YSSC Stock Restoration
Initiative
November 2015
YSSC Tech Team
Workshop
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Agenda
TIME

9:30 am

9:45 am

TOPIC							
Introduction							
• Welcome; Roundtable Introductions
• Workshop Purpose
• Summary of Restoration Workshops To Date				

PRESENTER
Hwang, DFO
Millar, DFO

Part 1 | Overview of Current Situation					Millar, DFO
• Current Status of Yukon River Chinook Salmon
• Abundance and productivity – status and trends
• What is Causing This Period of Low Productivity?
• Summary of AYKSSI Chinook Salmon Research Hypotheses

10:15 am

Break

10:30 am

Part 1 (continued)						
• Biology and Life History Refresher
• What makes Upper Yukon Chinook salmon unique
• What we know, what we don’t know

11:00 am

Part 2 | Project Considerations
• Marine Productivity							Millar, DFO
• No action; monitor and use to anticipate/inform management actions
• Harvest Management							Millar, DFO
• On-going; evolving management actions
• Habitat Investigation, Restoration, and Enhancement			
Collins, DFO
• Types of projects that are helpful/appropriate
• How to decide which project to propose

12:00 pm

Lunch (provided)

1:15 pm

2:00 pm
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DAY 1 | March 8, 2016

Part 2 (continued)
• Hatcheries and Artificial Propagation 					
• Refresher: different kinds, different functions, different objectives,
different end points, typical results, setting expectations

Bradford, DFO

Willis, DFO

Break

2:15 pm

Participant Exercise			

2:45 pm

Part 2 (continued)
• Hatcheries (continued)							Willis, DFO
• Facility/program/project evaluation: are they needed/appropriate?
• What does it take to run an incubation or hatchery program on a short
term or pilot basis – ie approvals, training, operating resources, etc.?
• What does it take to run an incubation or hatchery program on a longer term basis?
• If you want to propose an incubation or hatchery project, what
are the key things you need to do or think about?
• What kinds of questions will funders, regulators and managers
have (need/benefit, genetics, disease, competition, etc.)?
• What are the process steps, what guidance exists or can be provided by DFO ?

3:45 pm

Wrap Up for Day							

4:00 pm

Adjourned

Restoration Workshop, May 2016

				Millar, DFO

Hwang, DFO

DAY 2 | March 9, 2016
TOPIC							

PRESENTER		

Networking Coffee							
• Participants have the opportunity to connect with presenters to
address burning questions and discuss ideas coming out of DAY 1.

TIME

All

9:00 am

Recap Of Day 1							
• Current Situation
• Project Consideration
• Day 2 Agenda

Hwang, DFO

9:30 am

Part 3 | Project Development Considerations			
• The SEP Story
• Lessons learned after 40 years
• Stock Restoration
• Habitat Restoration
• Stewardship and Education

Hwang, DFO

9:45 am

10:15 am

Break

10:30 am

Part 3 (continued) 					
• Planning						
• E.g., Watershed-based Fisheries Sustainability Planning example
• Assessment							
• E.g., Big Salmon River juveniles
• E.g., Porcupine sonar or other adult assessment
•Monitoring							
• Trends; freshwater productivity indicators, local observation, etc.

Wallis, Environmental
Aquatics, Inc.

Part 3 (continued) 					
• Case Study						
• Modest, successful on-going community based program
• Opportunities and challenges: capacity, funding, etc.

Wallis, Environmental
Aquatics, Inc.

11:15 am

Millar, DFO

11:45 am

Participant Exercise			

			

Millar, DFO
Bradford, DFO

Lunch (provided)
Part 4 | Yukon River Project Ideas and Priorities
• Capacity and Support 						
• How to write a strong proposal
• Restoration and Enhancement fund technical review considerations
• What support DFO can provide 				
• YSSC Tech Team						
• What other programs / funding opportunities exist
• Pacific Salmon Foundation in Yukon				
• Recreational Fisheries Conservation Partnership Program		

Collins/Millar, DFO
Hwang, DFO
Trerice, YSSC
Riddell, PSF
Hwang, DFO

2:15 pm

Break
Part 4 (continued)
• Coordinated Research Opportunities and Project Ideas		
• Discussion
Next Steps / Wrap Up
Adjourned

12:00 pm
1:15 pm

			

Hwang/Millar, DFO
Hwang/Millar/Wright, DFO

2:30 pm
3:30 pm
4:00 pm
Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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The Team

Presenter Biographies
Sean Bennett: Sean is a Senior Resource Restoration
Biologist with DFO’s Salmonid Enhancement Program. He has worked in the restoration field for 16
years throughout the interior of BC to address salmon
habitat productivity recovery resulting from historic
harms caused by a wide range of land use and water
use activities. Much of the work has required close
cooperation and partnerships with First Nations,
other levels of government, the stewardship community and industry. Sean has a wide range of interests,
including operating a small ranch and competing in
rodeos, when he’s not too busy with his family of three
young children.
Mike Bradford: Dr. Bradford is a quantitative ecologist who has worked on salmon population dynamics,
including the effects of human activities on salmon-producing lakes and streams. His ongoing projects
include: (1) field research on the biology of Chinook
salmon in the Yukon watershed, and the effects of
placer gold mining on Yukon streams, (2) a meta-analytical model for managing coho salmon, and (3) the
development of a management model for temperature effects on Fraser River sockeye salmon.
Sean Collins: Sean is a Senior Restoration Biologist
with DFO’s Yukon Transboundary Rivers Area Salmonid
Enhancement Program. He has worked with DFO in
restoration, enhancement, stock assessment, and habi8
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tat protection capacities. Sean is a new dad but when he
does find some free time, he can be found exploring and
fishing Yukon’s lakes and rivers, or out riding trails.
Jason Hwang: Jason has been a biologist with DFO
since 1994 and is currently based in Kamloops . He has
held various positions with the Habitat Management
Program and Salmonid Enhancement Program and
has been involved in projects throughout B.C. and the
Yukon.
Nathan Millar: Nathan manages DFO’s Yukon River
operational unit. He once rode his motorbike from
Whitehorse to the bottom of South America.
Jesse Trerice: Jesse is the Executive Director with the
Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee (YSSC), a public advisory body for salmon management in the Yukon. She
previously managed the Whitehorse Rapids Fishway.
Brian Riddell: Brian’s scientific career began in DFO
Science Branch in 1979 where he remained until early
2009. After retiring Brian became CEO/President of the
Pacific Salmon Foundation (PSF), a federal charity dedicated to the conservation and restoration of Pacific
salmon in BC and the Yukon. Brian has always considered himself “salmocentric” especially with Chinook
salmon, hence his interest in Yukon Chinook and their
recovery. Brian is also a Canadian Commissioner to the

“Very well done. A lot of good
information provided by
knowledgeable people.”
– Participant evaluation

Pacific Salmon Treaty and is concerned that Yukon Chinook
salmon have not received adequate attention.
Mike Wallis: Mike is a biologist with 35 years’ experience
working on lakes and rivers in BC. For the past 25 years he
has been finding ways to use watershed planning tools to
build partnerships and river restoration techniques to implement steps toward sustainable resource use.
Dave Willis: Dave works with DFO as a stock assessment
biologist. He worked on the Cultus Lake Sockeye Conservation Program and currently provides enhancement assessment and support throughout the Pacific region. Dave can
be found scaling mountains, fly-fishing, and playing on a
hockey team called the Lumberjacks.
Maggie Wright: Maggie is a DFO Salmonid Enhancement
Program Restoration Biologist, coordinating projects on the
Yukon River. With a passion for human dimensions in marine policy and transboundary fisheries management, she
seeks to advance the understanding and inclusion of community considerations in fisheries management processes.
Maggie currently has 11 pairs of running shoes in active
rotation.

List of Participants
Harvey Jessup, Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
Sean Bennett, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Geraldine Pope, Kluane First Nation
Russell Blackjack, Little Salmon Carmacks First Nation
Rebbecca Freeman, Carmacks Renewable
Resources Council
Sandra Johnson, Dan Keyi Renewable Resources Council
Bill Shanks, Selkirk Renewable Resources Council
Alex Joe, Selkirk Renewable Resources Council
George McGuinty, Selkirk Renewable Resources Council
Betsy Jackson, Laberge Renewable Resources Council
Matthias Zinsli, First Nation of Na-cho Nyak Dun
Scott Cavasin, Researcher
Ryan Peterson, Tr’ondek Hwech’in First Nation
Jerry Kruse, Selkirk Renewable Resources Council
Brian Mercer, Metla Environmental Inc.
Ben Snow, Environmental Dynamics Inc.
Jake Montgomery, Yukon College
Elizabeth McDonald, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Oliver Barker, Yukon Government
Vesta Mather, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Al von Finster, AvF Consulting
John Bunbury, Ta’an Kwach’an Council
Clayton Kane, Ta’an Kwach’an Council
Phil Emerson, Ta’an Kwach’an Council
James MacDonald, Council of Yukon First Nations
Richard Dewhurst, Teslin Tlingit Council
Korey Smith, Teslin Tlingit Council
Deb Fulmer, Ta’an Kwach’an Council
Don Toews, Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
Natasha Ayoub, Tr’ondek Hwech’in First Nation
Jane Wilson, Metla Environmental, Inc.
Trix Tanner, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Lawrence Ignace, Carcross Tagish First Nation
Gillian Rourke, Teslin Tlingit Council
Pauline Frost, Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
Sandy Johnston, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Brenda Bosely, Selkirk Renewable Resources Council
Erika Tizya, Vuntut Gwichin Government
Coralee Johns, Laberge Renewable Resources Council
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Presentation Summaries
Part 1 – Background
Current stock status
and potential causes.

PART 1
Overview of the Current Situation

Part 2 – Analysis
What can we / are we
doing about it?

Part 1 of the workshop provided necessary background information and
context to understand the lens through which Canadian-origin Yukon
River salmon restoration efforts may be considered.

Part 3 – Considerations
Things to consider when
developing projects.

A summary of similar, restoration-focused workshops to date was
presented, followed by an update on the current status of Yukon River
Chinook salmon and what is believed to be contributing to this period of
low productivity.

Part 4 – Action
Yukon River project ideas,
priorities, and support.

Part 1 concluded with a salmon biology and life history “refresher” that
spoke specifically to what is unique about Upper Yukon Chinook salmon
and explored some potential limiting factor considerations.

See Appendix I, page 18 for presentations

CHINOOK BY
THE NUMBERS
(BIG SALMON EXAMPLE)
23,000,000 Eggs
9,200,000 Emergent fry
2,300,000 Summer juveniles
630,000 Smolts
6300 Returning spawners (2014)

IT TAKES:
3700 eggs, or
1500 fry, or
360 juveniles, or
1924 • 85 lbs
Dawson City

100 smolts to produce

1 ADULT

PART 2
Project Considerations
Part 2 of the workshop moved toward some thoughtful
analysis around what we can do, and in some cases, what
we are already doing to support Yukon River salmon
restoration.
Participants received presentations on marine
and freshwater fish habitat considerations and
harvest management. The session concluded with a
presentation on hatcheries and artificial propagation
that provided clear considerations for facility, program,
and project evaluation.

See Appendix II, page 27 for presentations

WHAT’S
YOUR CURRENT
THINKING ABOUT
RESTORATION?
Participants were encouraged to
1) consider the question on their own,
then 2) share their perspectives with
another participant at their table,
followed by 3) discussing their ideas
at their table, and finally 4) to report
out to the larger room.
“We need a cautionary approach
to restoration.”
“We should use an ecosystem
approach to restoration.”
“There must be balance with
Traditional Knowledge and other
methodologies. We need to find
ways to incorporate appropriate
input.”
“We need to find better ways to
collaborate and coordinate.”
“We need to be clear about and find
ways to manage expectations.”
“It’s about the Bigger Picture.”
“Moving forward, we know that
there will be differences, but we are
working toward a collective goal
together.”

RESTORATION
BRAINSTORM
Questions were posted on the
four walls of the workshop space.
Participants cycled past each wall
in groups, sharing experience and
perspectives about each.

> What is your vision of
restoration?

Assessing Adults

> What does working on
restoration mean to you?
>What are the roadblocks?
>What is the main take-away?
> What do you think are the
next steps?

PART 3
Project Development
Considerations
Part 3 of the workshop explored program and project lessons
learned over the years, highlighting the many challenges and
opportunities along the way.
The Fisheries and Oceans Canada Salmonid Enhancement
Program shared perspectives on stock enhancement, habitat
restoration, stewardship, and education over the last 40 years.
Participants received presentations on project planning;
considerations for adult and juvenile salmon assessment
projects; and approaches to ongoing local monitoring, taking
into account trends, freshwater productivity indicators, and
coordinated local observation.
The project development consideration session concluded
with an overview of a watershed plan that was developed
in British Columbia using the Watershed Based Fisheries
Sustainability Planning guide, followed by a presentation
that highlighted a successful, on-going community-based
restoration program.
See Appendix III, page 48 for presentations

PART 4
Yukon River Project Ideas
and Priorities
Part 4 of the workshop brought the two days of
informative presentations and dialogue together
through a call to action to build capacity and support
for community-based restoration and to explore
coordinated research opportunities and projects
ideas.
Participants were presented with strong guidance on
proposal writing and Yukon River Panel Restoration
and Enhancement Fund (YRP R&E) technical review
considerations. Fisheries and Oceans Canada and the
Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee provided clarity on
technical support available to proponents.
The session concluded with presentations that
considered additional funding opportunities
available in the territory and some suggested
approaches and ideas to begin the discussion
on coordinated restoration research, projects, and
programs.
See Appendix IV, page 51 for presentations

Distribution and Estimated
Proportional Contribution of
Canadian-Origin Chinook
Salmon Stocks in
Upper Yukon River
Sub-Drainages
Porcupine 5%*

Porcupine, Fishing Branch,
Miner, Old Crow

North
Yukon 8%

Chandindu, Klondike

Stewart 8%

Mayo, McQuesten, Stewart

White 5%

Pelly 14%

Tincup, Nisling

Pelly, Ross, Macmillan

Carmacks
tribs. 17%

Mid-Mainstem
19%

Little Salmon,
Big Salmon, Tatchun

Mainstem Yukon,
Nordenskiold

Upper Yukon 5%

Takhini, Whitehorse Area

Teslin 24%

Teslin, Nisutlin, Morley,
Jennings

*5% contribution from Porcupine drainage is in addition to 100% of Yukon River mainstem.
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We heard an
overwhelming call for a cautionary,
ecosystem-based approach to
restoration considerations in the Yukon
14 Restoration Workshop, May 2016

Common Threads
There was a great deal of participant engagement and discussion over the two workshop days with some clear recurring
themes and perspectives that emerged.
Overall, there was an overwhelming call for a cautionary, ecosystem-based approach to restoration considerations in
the Yukon, with a desire to balance Traditional Knowledge and science and to explore and provide clear opportunities
to incorporate all relevant information to support program design and decision-making.
The key take-away from the workshop was a keen interest to work both domestically and with Alaska, to better
collaborate and coordinate restoration efforts to achieve the collective goal of restored Canadian-origin Yukon River
salmon stocks.

Next Steps
Fisheries and Oceans Canada is leading the development of a Stock Restoration Framework for Canadian-origin Yukon
River salmon. The December 2016 framework will provide proponents with clear expectations and considerations to
be included in stock restoration proposals going forward. It will foster an opportunity to better coordinate, collaborate,
and include appropriate technical advice and Traditional Knowledge considerations at the front-end of proposal
development to better facilitate technical review and funding decisions. It is further anticipated that the framework will
provide the bilateral Yukon River Panel with a clear understanding of Canada’s domestic approach to Canadian-origin
Yukon River salmon stock restoration.

Thank You
“Our sincere appreciation and thanks to all of the First Nation Governments and participants who attended this
important session. The significant number of representatives from First Nation Governments from across the Yukon
River watershed is a testament to both the significance of this initiative and to the leadership that First Nation
Governments are demonstrating as leaders in the sustainable use and conservation of Yukon River salmon stocks
for generations to come. From what was discussed, it is clear that we must consider salmon stock restoration on the
Yukon River in a context that respects the timeframe that this species exists within – a lifecycle spanning 6, 7 and in
recent memory, even 8 years. People have benefitted from the abundance of Yukon River salmon stocks in the past, for
food (subsistence), recreation, and small scale economic opportunities. With the recent sustained decline of Chinook
salmon on the Yukon River it is imperative that the commitment to recovery and restoration involves a vision of 1, 2 or
3 life cycles. Envisioning the health of this important resource in even 7 life cycles into the future provides context for
the level of commitment and ongoing attention required. We thank you again for your participation and look forward
to working with you and your respective Governments over the coming months and years to support the long-term
sustained health of Yukon River salmon stocks. Thank you.”
								- Steve Gotch, Director Yukon Transboundary Rivers Area
Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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“I now have a better understanding
of where to find information.”
– Participant evaluation

16 Restoration Workshop, May 2016

?

What is the goal of your restoration project? What is
the problem you would like to address? What is your
research question?

?

Do you already have all the information you
need (habitat assessment, historic/baseline data,
Traditional Knowledge contributions, for example)
to support your project idea? Or do you need to
gather more information first? What is missing?

Got an Idea
for a Yukon
Restoration
Workshop
?
Canadian-origin Yukon River Salmon
River Salmon
?
Restoration WORKSHOP
SUMMARY | MAY 2016
Project? ?

Can you access the appropriate skills, methods, and
resources to carry out the project successfully?
Have you considered opportunities for partnership
and collaboration?
How does your project contribute to the “bigger
picture”? Can the results of this project be applied
to other restoration efforts?

Got an Idea for a Yukon River Salmon Restoration Project?
Category 1: Salmon Habitat Utilisation Investigation
Investigating salmon habitat, and salmon distribution within and amongst habitats, enhances our ability to determine where limits to productivity
may occur. This information can inform the development of restoration activities appropriate to identified limiting factors at each life stage.
PROJECT EXAMPLES

POTENTIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• What are preferred habitats?
• Are there limitations to distribution?
• Are densities of juveniles variable
throughout different habitats?

In stream juvenile
rearing distribution
Evaluation of salmon distribution between
and amongst different habitat types.

• Preferred habitats are present or not.
• Juvenile rearing appears to be limited or is extensive in the stream.
• Densities in specific stream habitats are higher than in others, improving our
understanding of current high value rearing habitat
(ie based on current climate variability and environmental conditions).
• An understanding of which streams are high value
habitat in various drainages.
• Knowledge of non-natal rearing distribution.
• Information to identify why some streams may be of
lesser quality or may require restoration.

• Which streams are consistently used by
rearing juveniles?
• Are habitat conditions better than other
streams that may have lower use?
• Which stocks are using the streams?

Drainage level distribution of rearing juveniles
Non-natal rearing is common in Upper Yukon Chinook salmon
and rearing juveniles use various streams differently. Strategic
sampling can provide information and trends. DNA analysis
can indicate the origin of juveniles.

Temporal habitat distribution
Over the course of the year salmon occupy different stream
habitats. Consider emergent fry, summer rearing juveniles,
juvenile migrations in late summer/fall and overwintering
habitat preferences.

Identify overwintering
streams and stream habitats
Juvenile salmon require stable
overwintering conditions.

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES / ANSWERS

• What habitat types or specific
locations are used by juveniles at
various life stages?
• Why are these habitat characteristics
useful?

• How can this habitat be detected? Can it be recorded well?
• Traditional and Local Knowledge of open water areas in the
winter can suggest groundwater inputs and winter flows.
• Are overwinter habitats more common in some places than others?

Document spawning habitat and characteristics
Salmon spawning locations can vary. Some are consistent with salmon
retuning annually (suggesting reliable conditions are present) while
spawning activity in other areas is inconsistent (suggesting unique
environmental or other spawning habitat characteristics for which we
may require more information). Additionally, the preferred use by, and
distribution of, spawning salmon may relate to fish abundance and/or
access to suitable habitat.

• Identification of habitats critical to survival, such as
overwintering habitat.
• This information can guide restoration projects that
address limiting factors present during critical life
stage development.

• Refined methodology related to winter habitat
investigation.
• Better understanding of salmon habitat use in the winter
provides for additional considerations for restoration.
• An understanding of the types of habitats
upon which specific spawning salmon
populations rely.
• Information to inform restoration guidance
to protect, restore, and enhance spawning
habitat.
• A better understanding of the presence and
distribution of Upper Yukon spawning habitats.

• What are the characteristics of the spawning
habitat upon which salmon depend?
• Is this habitat stable and reliable or subject
to changes (direct anthropogenic or
environmental) that may affect the habitat?
• Are there opportunities to use this
information to inform restoration strategies?

Category 2: Habitat Restoration
Habitat Restoration initiatives can address problems or concerns that have been identified through appropriate stream survey and habitat assessment evaluations.
PROJECT EXAMPLES

POTENTIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES / ANSWERS

Stream channel stability
Maintaining or re-establishing stream channel
stability can restore natural productive stream
functions to systems that have become unnaturally
volatile or vulnerable to persistent erosion and
channel movement.

• Are critical and primary stream habitat
conditions stable?
• Are secondary habitat conditions stable?
• Where changes are occurring, are the results
of this negative to the salmon population or
part of a natural process?

• Surveys and evaluations of stream conditions can
reveal natural conditions and areas of concern.
• Results can provide an understanding or insight
into the source of identified impacts.
• Proposed restoration activities can be developed
and completed as necessary.

Water quality maintenance
Water quality is important to salmon habitat and can impact stream
productivity. Water quality can be affected by a number of sources
including drought, high temperatures, sediment contributions, and the
introduction of harmful natural or anthropogenic substances.
Restore riparian habitats
Riparian habitat provides stability to streams. Significant
changes to the structure of riparian areas, caused by
wildfire or development, can impact salmon habitat.

• Are there factors present that could impact
stream water quality?
• Can the impact point source be identified?
• What can be done to remediate these
impacts or risks of impacts?

• Are riparian areas stable and intact, providing structure to support the stream?
• Have some stream riparian habitats been significantly changed by
natural or anthropogenic activities?
• Are the effects of these changes resulting in negative impacts to the stream?

• Impacts to water quality can be
identified and addressed.
• Mitigation measures can be
developed to address future
potential water quality impacts.
• Identification and mapping
of riparian habitat condition
to inform restoration project
development opportunities.

Pick a category, review examples, and start brainstorming!
Category 2: Habitat Restoration (continued)
PROJECT EXAMPLES

POTENTIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• Are juvenile or adult salmon restricted from
accessing productive habitat?
• Are there passage limitations to upstream habitat that
can be addressed through restoration efforts?
• What are the concerns regarding removal of barriers?
• Is the removal of the barriers a long term solution
that enables continued access to productive
habitat?

Ensure access to productive habitat
Access to productive habitat can be limited by natural and anthropogenic factors.
Beaver dam development can impact fish passage in areas where juvenile and/or
adult salmon access upstream habitat. While not all dams may prevent passage
to juveniles, those that do in areas of high productivity stream habitat should
be assessed. Dams that may limit adult passage to spawning habitats are of
particular concern and should be assessed. Some culvert conditions can also have
significant impacts on fish passage and should be addressed.

Respond to natural impact events
Significant natural occurrences such as erosion, wildfire or
flood events can result in dramatic changes that can impact
conditions for fish habitat. Conditions may allow for opportunistic
intervention to expedite the recovery of the stream system, or may
be best left to recover naturally with periodic monitoring.

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES / ANSWERS
• Identification and mapping
of impacted systems (where
barriers prevent access
to productive habitat)
to inform restoration
project development
opportunities.

• An understanding of the expected
changes and resulting impacts to
fish habitat.
• Potential intervention restoration
options, methodology, and value
of expediting recovery

• What are the changes that have developed as a
result of the occurrence?
• What are the expected impacts of these changes?
• What is the expected recovery period for the impacted system?
• Are there opportunities for intervention to assist with
recovery?

Category 3: Habitat Enhancement
Habitat enhancement can increase the productivity of natural habitats beyond what might occur naturally. Despite intact, productive habitat in the Yukon, there
may be opportunities for enhancement to further capitalize on existing productive habitat conditions.
PROJECT EXAMPLES

POTENTIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Increase stream area of critical or highly productive habitats
Critical habitats, including overwinter habitat refuges, are not yet well
identified in the Upper Yukon. The construction of habitats that may
benefit certain life stages - like overwintering juveniles - can be considered.

• What are the characteristics and distribution of critical
habitat areas (within a traditional territory, for example)?
• Where are similar habitats that can be enhanced to
increase survival at critical life stages?

Remove permanent or limiting
barriers to migration
Barrier removal or enhanced access to new
habitats that are otherwise inaccessible to
salmon can be considered.

• What is the impact to resident fish where the introduction of
salmon into a new environment may be proposed?
• Is baseline information available for the study area?
• What are the benefits and anticipated challenges associated with
the proposed introduction?

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES / ANSWERS
• Identification and
mapping of critical
habitat areas can inform
enhancement activities.

• Enhanced understanding of
baseline information needs and
enhancement opportunities can
inform future project development.

Category 4: Survival of Juvenile Salmon, Adults and Spawning Success
Juvenile salmon can become entrained in improperly screened intake water pumps, can be subject to increased predation depending on habitat conditions,
and can become stranded in streamside ponds in cases where water levels rise and fall quickly due to natural or development related events. Risk to juvenile
mortality can be mitigated through appropriate investigations and salvages efforts.
Adult salmon returning to smaller spawning streams may face increased predation or delays in migration resulting in greater pre-spawn mortality in low water
years or in systems impacted by beaver activity. Removal or notching of beaver dams may be considered to limit pre-spawn mortality occurrences in these systems.
Determining spawning success based on carcass/pitch surveys can be difficult due to efficient scavenging and predation. However, in larger systems
where greater numbers of carcasses can be recovered for assessment, observing spawned out females for egg retention/fecundity can help inform habitat
characteristics related to spawning success.
PROJECT EXAMPLES

POTENTIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Survey/Assessment

• What is the observed salmon mortality occurring in a given area?
• Is the observed mortality a consistent, documented natural
occurrence or is it the result more recent changing environmental
conditions or development?

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES / ANSWERS
• Identification of observed juvenile, adult, and prespawn salmon mortality and potential mitigation
considerations can inform intervention and project
development options.

Category 5: Artificial Propagation*
*Environmental Assessment approval and permitting is required for all activities that collect live fish or move live fish/eggs. Consult with Territorial and
Federal Regulations for guidance. Communication with DFO and the Yukon Government at the planning stage - well in advance of project activity or
investment - is critical.
Artificial propagation may be considered to support stock restoration and recovery efforts. A decision to pursue artificial propagation is a result of
extensive planning, assessment, and evaluation of biological risk management factors.
PROJECT EXAMPLES
Development of a
Restoration Plan
Successful and safe stock restoration programs first establish
baseline information on habitat
conditions and stock limitations
prior to pursuing artificial
propagation activities.

POTENTIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES / ANSWERS

• What are the habitat conditions that are present in the subject stream habitat?
• What is known about the current salmon population?
• For conservation or restoration objectives, what appears to be limiting the natural sustainability of the
salmon population?
• For extirpated populations, what information or evidence is there that indicates reasons for population decline?
• Will the restoration plan address these conditions or factors in order to assist in the re-establishment of a population?
• What are the biological indicators that will be used as metrics for proposed project/program success?
• What sort of timeline/investment is required to realize project/program success?
• Based on appropriate habitat assessment to support restoration
planning efforts, is this approach applicable to the habitat for
which it is proposed?
• Is egg to emergent fry survival below expected levels of production?
If so will intervention (controlled egg plants) provide opportunities
to increase survival?
• Will instream incubation approaches address identified data gaps
and/or result in additional salmon returning to the stream?
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of this approach?

• Enhanced understanding
about egg to fry survival
and the degree to which
this methodology can
improve survival in streams
of concern can better
inform stock restoration
planning options.

• Would an incubation box program support restoration objectives
as per an established Restoration Plan?
• Where could incubation box systems be established successfully?
• Is the access and water quality acceptable to meet the needs of the operation?
• Are resources available to maintain the operation and the associated
maintenance of the system over the incubation period?
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of this approach?

• Identification and
feasibility assessment
evaluation of potential
incubation box systems
can inform regional stock
restoration options.

Instream incubation
Instream incubation methods use various small box type designs
to hold eggs, or to plant eggs into gravel, using different techniques.
Eggs are deposited into streambeds and left to incubate on their own.
These can be used for stock assessment or release, and may increase
survival in systems where egg to fry stages are naturally limiting.
Given that instream incubation is subject to natural environmental
influence, thoughtful evaluation of limiting factors to productivity
should be taken into consideration to ensure program success.

Incubation box systems
Successful incubation box operations can increase survival
in the egg to fry stage. Incubation boxes can be established
in accessible areas with appropriate water quality and
flows. McIntyre Creek Incubation Facility is a current
example of an incubation box system in the Yukon.

Hatchery Operation
Hatcheries can be used to meet identified stock
restoration objectives to recover extirpated stocks
or to restore natural abundance. Hatcheries can
also be used to provide important stock productivity
information. They are significant investments with
substantial on-going operation and maintenance
costs. Whitehorse Rapids Fish Hatchery is an
example of a hatchery in the Yukon.

• Based on appropriate stock assessment and evaluation to support
restoration planning efforts, is this approach applicable to the system
for which it is proposed?
• Does the restoration plan require hatchery operations to
seed streams?
• Is there information to determine the limiting factor to the population?
• What are appropriate/realistic production objectives?
• How have biological risk management considerations been addressed?
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of this approach?

For more information, please contact:
Maggie Wright
Project Coordinator
Yukon River, Salmonid Enhancement Program
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Maggie.Wright@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
867-393-6729

• Baseline habitat and stock
assessment data can identify
current limits to productivity
as well as information
gaps and requirements
to inform appropriate
stock restoration planning
initiatives.

Sean Collins
Senior Restoration Biologist
Yukon Transboundary Rivers, Salmonid Enhancement Program
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Sean.Collins@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
867-393-6785

• Documented stock-specific
restoration objectives,
production planning guidelines,
and biological risk management
strategies can be formalized
and applied in a watershedbased context to inform future
hatchery-based stock restoration
options in the territory.

The	
  Yukon	
  River	
  Basin
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Appendix I
1.1 Part 1 – Overview of the Current Situation
Current Status of the Yukon River Chinook
presented by Nathan Millar, Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Current Status
PART 1
Overview of Current Situation

•
•
•

Status and trends in the Yukon River
Status and trends in other rivers
Looking ahead

Current Status of Yukon River Chinook
Restoration Workshop
Canadian-Origin Yukon River Salmon
March 8 & 9, 2016

2

3

Question
to Consider

4

Is the success of / interest in a project influenced
by current and future productivity?

22 Restoration Workshop, May 2016

5 (recent) years of low escapement
2007, 2008, 2010, 2012, 2013

6

5

Recruit/Spawner

150,000

85,000

3 4 5 6

7

9

Regional Abundance / Productivity Patterns
Shared patterns across
Alaskan drainages
(Low) abundance
-Mid to late 2000s
-Now
Productivity
-rivers that are close to
each other were more
alike

1982
Brood Year

10

11

Source: AYKSSI
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Looking Ahead

Conclusions: Current Status
•

•

The productivity of Canadian-Origin Yukon River
Chinook Salmon is currently low and significantly
lower than what it was in the 1980s and 1990s
Other Alaskan stocks share this pattern

•

2015 Return
–
–

•

•

Excellent return (number) of age-4 fish
Good return (number) of age-5 fish

Empirical relationship between return of age-5 fish
and age-6 fish the next year
If: 2016 does have a good return of age-6 fish
(2010 brood year):
–

Then: 2010 brood year productivity - higher than we’ve
seen for several years
13

12

Question to Consider
Is the success of / interest in a project
influenced by current and future
productivity?

2010 Brood Year
Productivity Forecast
Based on sibling
relationship (5- and 6year olds)
?
?
?

15

14

1.2 Part 1 – Overview of the Current Situation
Causes of Low Productivity
AYK SSI Chinook Salmon Research

PART 1
Overview of Current Situation

•

Arctic-Yukon-Kuskokwim Sustainable Salmon
Initiative

Causes of low productivity
Restoration Workshop
Canadian-Origin Yukon River Salmon
March 8 & 9, 2016

24 Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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AYK SSI Chinook Salmon Research
•

•

Focus: recent decline in
Chinook salmon
Review and synthesize
available information
–
–
–

•

Technical experts
Salmon managers
Local knowledge

What are the most likely
causes of decline?

7 Hypotheses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Density-dependence
Freshwater Environment
Ocean Environment
Human Changes to Marine Ecology
Marine Bycatch
Quality of Escapement
Pathogens

18

19

1) Density-dependence

7 Hypotheses
•

Some salmon stocks show density-dependence
–
–

If the number of spawning salmon is high, the
productivity declines
Due to competition for critical resources like spawning
habitat and food

Recruits
“too many”
Spawners
21

20

2) Freshwater Environment
•

Has there been a change in the
suitability or productivity of
freshwater habitat?
–

•

•

•

Migration, Spawning, Juveniles

Physical / Environmental
–

temperature, oxygen, scouring,
sediment

Biological
•

3) Ocean Environment

food resources, predators
22

•

Has there been a physical or
biological change in the Bering
Sea that affects early marine
life stages?
Critical times
•

Fox Creek
Source: CRE-25-13

•
•

Spring and summer after smolt
migration
First winter at sea

Broad scale impacts possible
23
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5) Marine Bycatch

4) Human Changes to Marine Ecology
•

Have humans altered the marine environment and
its ecology in such a way as to affect Chinook?
–
–
–
–

•

Hatchery salmon production (competition)
Climate change
Large scale marine fisheries (targeting Chinook prey)
Marine pollution

Has the bycatch of Chinook in non-salmon fisheries
been large enough to produce changes in Chinook
salmon returns?

25

24

7) Pathogens

6) Quality of Escapement
•

Has the age, size, and sex ratio of
Chinook changed in such a way as to
result in reduced recruitment?
•
•
•

•

Male biased sex ratios
Decreased spawner size
Fewer eggs deposited

•

•

Are pathogens killing or impairing Chinook during
their upstream migration?
E.g., Ichthyophonus sp., a unicellular protozoan
parasite

Selective fishing or environmental
change
ADFG

Archie, 1918
Source: Yukon Archives

•
•
•

•

26

27

Conclusions: Causes of Decline

Question to Consider

Expert panel review of existing knowledge
Developed 7 hypotheses
Suggested research priorities to help understand
which mechanisms are most important

Is the success of a project influenced by
the cause(s) of decline?

Understanding causes is important in developing
appropriate solutions

28
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1.3 Part 1 – Overview of the Current Situation
Biology and Life History Refresher
presented by Mike Bradford, Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Basic	
  life	
  cycle
Return to the
river in June

Biology	
  and	
  life	
  history	
  refresher
Mike	
  Bradford
Fisheries	
  and
Oceans	
  Canada

Spawning in August

3-5 years in
the ocean

Eggs hatch in
the fall

Fry emerge from
gravel in May
One year in streams and rivers
Migrate to sea in May/June

The	
  Yukon	
  River	
  Basin

Stream network for Big Salmon chinook
Flow

Flow

Big Salmon
Yukon

Tributary Stream

Yu
ko
nR
iv e
r

Flow
Big Salmon

Spawning and egg and alevin stages

Late May: Fry emerge from gravel, move to nearshore habitats

August: Spawning
Early May:
Fry in spawning gravel
35-38mm length
Fry dispersal

r

iv e

iv e

nR

nR

ko

ko

Yu

Yu

Spawning area

r

Big Salmon

Big Salmon
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Late June: Extensive fry redistribution

Downstream dispersal of juveniles into Alaska
Range of non-natal
streams where juveniles
were caught

50-60mm length

Yu
ko
nR
iv e

Carmacks group

r
Big Salmon

8

Summer: Rearing in small streams, large rivers

Late September: winter redistribution
Streams unsuitable
for overwintering

r

iv e

iv e

nR

nR

ko

ko

Yu

Yu

r

Big Salmon

May: Smolt outmigration

Big Salmon

The	
  marine	
  stage:	
  Bering	
  sea	
  sampling

Smolt migrants at Dawson

Yu
ko
nR
iv e
r

80-90 mm Length

Big Salmon

Yukon	
  River	
  chinook	
  salmon
caught	
  in	
  the	
  Bering	
  Sea

Returns predicted by juvenile catches
Jim Murphy, NOAA
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What limits chinook salmon populations?

Evidence for limiting habitats in the Yukon
?

Average density in 2 non-natal streams near Dawson, 1998-2002

Snake River, Idaho

Big	
  Salmon	
  chinook:	
  by	
  the	
  numbers
2014	
  Spawners:	
  6300	
  
Eggs:	
  23,000,000
Emergent	
  fry:	
  9,200,000
Summer	
  Juveniles:	
  2,300,000
Smolts:	
  630,000

It	
  takes:
3700	
  eggs,	
  or
1500	
  fry,	
  or
360	
  juveniles,	
  or
100	
  smolts	
  to	
  produce	
  
1	
  adult.

Valuing	
  habitat	
  creaLon
• Average	
  density,	
  14	
  Yukon	
  small	
  streams=
0.75	
  fry/m2
• Assume	
  360	
  juveniles	
  =	
  1	
  adult
• Then	
  270	
  m2	
  of	
  juvenile	
  habitat	
  per	
  adult
• 270	
  m2	
  =	
  2900	
  square	
  feet
• At	
  4m	
  width	
  =	
  68	
  m	
  of	
  stream

Returning	
  spawners:	
  6300

Improving	
  habitat	
  quality

Things	
  we	
  know

Log (Chinook density)

• Many	
  similariLes	
  between	
  Yukon	
  and	
  other	
  large
headwater	
  populaLons
• Emerging	
  view	
  of	
  major	
  life	
  history	
  events,
although	
  not	
  for	
  every	
  populaLon
• Understanding	
  of	
  habitat	
  use,	
  density,	
  growth,	
  diet
in	
  small	
  streams
• Challenges	
  in	
  aYempLng	
  to	
  increase	
  overall
abundance	
  through	
  habitat	
  manipulaLons
Pools and wood (logs) are associated with higher juvenile density

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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Things	
  we	
  are	
  less	
  sure	
  about
• Biology	
  in	
  larger	
  rivers
– How	
  important	
  are	
  large	
  rivers	
  as	
  juvenile	
  habitats
and	
  are	
  they	
  limiLng?

• Is	
  juvenile	
  habitat	
  limiLng	
  in	
  the	
  range	
  of
spawners	
  currently	
  observed?
• Does	
  habitat	
  supply	
  diﬀer	
  among
populaLons?

30 Restoration Workshop, May 2016

Thank	
  You!

Appendix II
2.1 Part 2 – Project Considerations
Marine Productivity and Considerations
presented by Nathan Millar, Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Marine Productivity and Considerations

PART 2
Project Considerations

•
•
•
•
•

Importance of marine environments
Climate oscillations, trends, and events
Impact on salmon
Marine fisheries and bycatch
Juvenile Yukon River Chinook in the Bering Sea

Marine Productivity and Considerations
Restoration Workshop
Canadian-Origin Yukon River Salmon
March 8 & 9, 2016

2

Marine Productivity and Considerations
•
•
•
•
•

Importance of marine environments
Climate oscillations, trends, and events
Impact on salmon
Marine fisheries and bycatch
Juvenile Yukon River Chinook in the Bering Sea

3

Marine Considerations
•

Yukon River Chinook salmon spend 1 – 5 years in
the Bering Sea / North Pacific

4
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Marine Considerations
•

Salmon rely on abundant sources of food to grow
and develop from juveniles - adults
–

•

Put on ~95% of weight in marine environment

Growth and survival in the ocean determined by:
–
–
–
–

Water temperature
Abundance and availability of food items
Predation
Interception (bycatch)

Marine Productivity and Considerations
•
•
•
•
•

Importance of marine environments
Climate oscillations, trends, and events
Impact on salmon
Marine fisheries and bycatch
Juvenile Yukon River Chinook in the Bering Sea

6

5

Climate Oscillations
•

Global and regional climate oscillations
–
–

Pacific Decadal Oscillation (20-30 year events)
El Nino Southern Oscillation (6 – 18 month events)

Source: JISAO

•

•

Affect temperature, wind, and mixing of sea water
El Niño

7

Climate Trends – Sea Ice
•

Climate Oscillations

La Niña

8

Climate Events

Decades-long decrease in arctic sea ice
Less reflection, more heat absorption, increased
temperatures

9
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Source: Laurie Weitkamp, NOAA

10

Predators and Prey
•

Typical salmon prey
species
–
–

•

Typically “southern” species
recently observed in North
Pacific.

Marine Productivity and Considerations
•
•
•

Euphausiid
–

Pomfret

–

Ocean Sunfish

–

Blue Shark

Juvenile Pollock

–

Squid

–

Sand Lance

•
•

12

11

Marine Productivity and Considerations

Climate, Temperature, and Salmon
•

•
•

Changes in sea water temperatures, wind affects:
– Mixing of nutrients
– Primary production
– Distribution and availability of prey and predators
Impacts growth and survival of salmon
Changes to salmon survival makes it more difficult
to predict how many will grow to adulthood

•
•
•
•
•

13

Convention for the Conservation of Anadromous
Stocks in The North Pacific Ocean (1993)
–
–
–

prohibits directed salmon fisheries in the Convention Area
requires the release of any salmon caught incidentally
international joint enforcement patrols

15

Importance of marine environments
Climate oscillations, trends, and events
Impact on salmon
Marine fisheries and bycatch
Juvenile Yukon River Chinook in the Bering Sea

14

Controlling Marine Fisheries – Int’l
•

Importance of marine environments
Climate oscillations, trends, and events
Impact on salmon
Marine fisheries and bycatch
Juvenile Yukon River Chinook in the Bering Sea

Controlling Marine Fisheries - Domestic
•

Alaska manages all
inshore marine fisheries
within its Economic
Exclusive Zone (Bering
Sea)

16
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Managing Bycatch of Chinook Salmon

Controlling Marine Fisheries - Domestic
•

Directed Chinook
salmon fisheries limited
to inshore / coastal
waters (managed under
Canada / U.S. Pacific
Salmon Treaty)

•

•
•

U.S. manages groundfish and pollock fisheries
within its waters in the Bering Sea
Bottom trawls also intercept juvenile salmon
Increasingly stringent management strategies to
limit bycatch

18

17

Managing Bycatch of Chinook Salmon

Managing Bycatch of Chinook Salmon
Management measures
–
–
–

location and timing of fisheries to avoid salmon bycatch
all vessels have an independent observer
bycatch cannot be sold

•

Incidental catch of Canadian-origin Chinook salmon
in Bering Sea fisheries

% of Total Adult Production

•

20

19

Marine Productivity and Considerations
•
•
•
•
•

Marine Distribution of Juvenile Chinook
•

Importance of marine environments
Climate oscillations, trends, and events
Impact on salmon
Marine fisheries and bycatch
Juvenile Yukon River Chinook in the Bering Sea

21
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Critical time periods
–

–

Source: Jim Murphy, NOAA

22

Spring/Summer after smolt
out-migration
First winter

Marine Abundance of Canadian-Origin
Juvenile Chinook Salmon

Using Juvenile Marine Abundance to
Forecast Run Size

Juvenile Year
Brood Year
Spawning Year
(6 year old)

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

2012 2013

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

2018 2019

Source: Jim Murphy, NOAA

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

23

Conclusions
•
•

•

24

Questions ?

Marine environment critical to Chinook productivity
Climate oscillations, trends, and events impact
salmon in complex ways  uncertainty
Conventions and treaties control harvest of Chinook
salmon in the marine environment
–

•

Source: Jim Murphy, NOAA

Chinook salmon bycatch has been significantly reduced

Monitoring improves understanding

25

26

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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2.2 Part 2 – Project Considerations
Harvest Management – Chinook
presented by Nathan Millar, Department of Fisheries and Oceans

PART 2
Project Considerations

Harvest Management
How does it work on an annual basis
Has it been successful?
Harvest affects numbers and quality of escapement

•
•
•

Harvest Management - Chinook
Restoration Workshop
Canadian-Origin Yukon River Salmon
March 8 & 9, 2016

Harvest Management – Key Elements
•

Pre-season
–
–
–
–
–

•

Overall objectives are discussed at Yukon River Panel
•

Establish spawning escapement goals

•

Harvest shares
Allocation to Canada
Allocation to US

In-Season
–
–
–

•

Escapement goals
Run outlooks
Planning and engagement
Consider conservation & allocation priorities
Integrated Fisheries Management Plan (First Nation, recreational,
commercial, domestic fisheries)

2
Planning
- International

Run assessment and management as required
Monitoring and reporting of harvest
Enforcement and Compliance

Post-season
–

Evaluating Performance
3

4

Planning - Yukon
•

Pre-season, in-season, and post-season engagement
–
–
–
–
–

•

DFO
Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
First Nations
Other fishery representatives
Public

Development of Integrated
Fisheries Management Plan (IFMP)

5
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Planning - Yukon
•

In-Season Fisheries Management Decision Matrix
Key Element of the IFMP
– Set of actions laid out in advance (decision rules)
– When do you close, open, or restrict fisheries? Action
you take depends on how strong the run is
– Consistent with allocation priorities and treaty
obligations
– Incorporates precautionary principle
–

6

Implementation

In-Season Management Decision Matrix

In-season management:
•
Assessing returns
•
In-season projections
•
Communications
•
Weekly catch data
•
Compliance & Enforcement

8

7

Recreational Fisheries

Commercial and Domestic Fisheries
Managed under the Yukon Territory Fishery Regulations
•
Specific areas and gear
•
Licence conditions
•
Closed until open
•
Access depends on run strength
•
Mandatory harvest reporting

Managed under the Yukon Territory Fishery Regulations
•
Gear and fishing areas are regulated
•
Yukon Salmon Conservation Catch Card
•
•
•
•

(as well as a Yukon Angling Licence)

Mandatory harvest reporting
Open until closed
Management measures depend on run strength
•

Area closures, gear restrictions, possession limits

10

9

First Nation Fisheries
Managed under Yukon First Nation Final Agreements and the
Aboriginal Communal Fishing Licence Regulations
•
Yukon ACFLs mirror provisions of the Final Agreements
•
Annual licences can incorporate unique approaches
•
Harvest limited only by conservation
•
Harvest reporting (as per FAs)

First Nation Fisheries
Conservation Strategies:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

11

reduce normal harvest
25, 50, or 75%

limit number of nets per fish camp
set maximum harvest per fish camp
release of females
use traditional knowledge
mesh size reduction

12
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First Nation Fisheries

Year

Commercial and Domestic

Recreational

Openings determined by weekly
estimates of abundance

Open

Closed

non-retention, area closure

Openings determined by weekly
estimates of abundance

Open

First Nation

2001
2002

Conservation Strategies:
•
•
•

2003

monitor and report harvest
purchase of alternative fish from
commercial sources
maintain communication with DFO, and
Yukon and AK communities

2004

Unrestricted

2005
2006
2007

Shift in Management

2008
2009

Voluntary harvest reductions

2010
2011
2012
2013

Closed

non-retention, area closure

2014

13

2015

Performance of Harvest Management
•
•
•
•

were conservation goals achieved?
was there adequate communication in-season?
was harvest monitoring and reporting sufficient?
what improvements/changes could be made in future
years?

15

Change in Run Size

17
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Shift in Management
Harvest restrictions

14

Harvest restrictions

Harvest Management
•
•
•

How does it work on an annual basis
Has it been successful?
Harvest affects numbers and quality of escapement

16

Harvest Response in Canada

18

Harvest Response by Fishery

19

20

Harvest Management
•
•
•

How does it work on an annual basis
Has it been successful?
Harvest affects numbers and quality of escapement

21

22

Harvest and Escapement Quality
•

Yukon Chinook are smaller
than they used to be

Source: Lewis et al 2015

1924
85 lbs
Dawson City

1929
120 lbs total
Pelly area
Source: Yukon Archives

23

Source: Yukon Archives

1938
85 lbs
Fortymile
24
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Change in Age

Change in Age
70

Change in Age of Yukon River Chinook
1980s to 2010s

60
Fewer 7 year olds
Essentially no 8 year olds

50
40
%

30
20
Increase in 5 year olds
Decrease in 7 year olds

10
0
Age
26

25

Change in Size (at age)

Net Selectivity

Change in length at age of Yukon River Chinook
5.0” 5.5” 6.5”

7.5”

8.5”

Archie, 1918
Source: Hamazaki 2009

27

Harvest Management
•
•

•

Source: Yukon Archives

28

Questions?

Success in adapting harvest to changing run sizes
Significant sacrifices to ensure enough Chinook get
to their spawning grounds
Would additional actions (net size restrictions) have
tangible long-term benefits?

29
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Source: JTC 2006
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2.3 Part 2 – Project Considerations
Habitat Investigation, Restoration and Enhancement
presented by Sean Collins, Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Part 2: Project Consideration
Habitat Investigation, Restoration and
Enhancement

Restoration Workshop: CDN Origin Yukon River Salmon

March 8 - 9, 2016
Whitehorse, Yukon

Outline
• Brief introduction to Habitat Restoration, Enhancement and
Project Planning and application in Yukon
• Definitions and considerations
• Yukon River Panel R&E Fund and summary of current and
proposed restoration projects
• Project suggestions and guidance
• More detail to come in Part 4 on Day 2 about developing
strategies and restoration programs

2

Habitat Restoration
• Habitat Restoration is a component of
returning a wild salmon stock to its natural
production level
– Key habitats provide reliable environments for
returning salmon to spawn, eggs to incubate and
juveniles to rear
– Restoration is valuable and possibly an extensive
requirement where habitat has been degraded by
human influence
– Restoration in the Yukon is a combination of
responses to human influences and natural
conditions that permit intervention

Habitat Enhancement
• Enhancement is defined as
expanding a wild salmon stock
beyond it natural production
level
• Habitat Enhancement is the
practice of either providing
access to additional productive
habitat or increasing the
productivity of habitats by
increasing the area of high
value habitats

3

Proposed 2016 Restoration Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Porcupine Chum Incubation and Rearing Pilot project, DFO/VGFN
Porcupine Drainage Engagement for LTK, YSSC
Fishing Branch Chum Habitat Assessment, EDI
Rock River Salmon Habitat Assessment, EDI
Assessing Limits to Juvenile Production, DFO
McIntyre Incubation Facility Water Warming, EDI
Fox Cr Chinook Restoration Project, TKC
Michie Creek Salmon and Habitat Monitoring, KDFN
Mid Mainstem Salmon Assessment Program, LSCFN
Deadman Cr Pilot Project Stock Restoration, TTC/EDI
9

4

Proposed 2016 Restoration Projects cont’d
• Conservation Hatchery
Institution Coordinator, THFN
• McIntyre Cr Incubation Facility,
Yukon College
• Chinook Stock Restoration
Technical Team yr 2, YSSC
• Yukon R Hatchery Augmentation
Pilot, DFO
• Coded Wire Tagging of Hatchery
Origin Chinook, DFO

10
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Yukon River Panel R&E Fund

Yukon Habitat Restoration
• Yukon habitat restoration is unique due to relatively intact and
productive freshwater habitats
• Canadian origin Yukon Chinook inhabit a large number of spawning and
rearing streams throughout the territory that have variable types of
habitats and environmental drivers
• Restoration of habitats in the Yukon is an investigation to determine
opportunities for providing restorative solutions to identified issues
• Some of these habitats are near communities, industry operations or
territory infrastructure and others may be remote
• Restoration of habitat can address both human impacts to nearby
salmon habitat and consider options for addressing atypical natural
impacts and influences

• Provides funding annually to
projects and programs in
Canada and Alaska
• Project and Program proposals
are directed to conduct
restoration, conservation and
enhancement of CDN origin
salmon stocks

(Planning and guidance for 7
categories of project funding)

6

5

2015 Restoration Projects

Restoration and Enhancement Fund
• Priorities and management needs that describe both project subjects
and approaches are found in the Panel’s 2007 Budget Priorities
Framework
• Near term priorities are selected in the spring and advertised in the
call for proposals
• Proposals are due in early October
• Early planning and thorough proposal
development can go a long way to a
successful project

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fishing Branch Chum Habitat Assessment, EDI Consulting
Michie Creek Salmon and Habitat Monitoring, KDFN
Southern Lks Chinook Investigations, CTFN
Fox Cr Chinook Restoration Project, TKC
Whitehorse Rapids Outplant Investigation, Access Consulting
Teslin River Chinook Stock Restoration Investigation, TTC/EDI
Yukon Hatchery Assessment and Augmentation Feasibility, DFO
Chinook Stock Restoration Technical Team, YSSC
Yukon Stock Restoration Workshop, DFO

8

7

Project Suggestions (Habitat Restoration)
• The application of Local
and Traditional
Knowledge to salmon
habitat restoration
• Increased communication
with First Nation lands
managers, agencies and
experts can assist in the
identification and
development of projects

Yukon River Panel
Budget Priorities Framework

Project Suggestions (Habitat Restoration)
• Identify impacts to
salmon habitat that are
man made and can be
resolved through
restoration efforts
• Some projects may
benefit from establishing
partnerships with industry
and interested public

– This can assist in the
development of
restoration programs and
priorities
11
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Project Suggestions (Habitat Restoration)
• Identify significant impacts to
salmon habitat that are
natural and can be resolved
through restoration efforts
• Projects should be focused to
impacts that are unusual and
could pose a significant risk to
the salmon stock. Investigation
and monitoring may be a
useful alternative to attempting
to restore or address
unpreventable natural
occurrences.
13

Restoration Project Guidance

14

Questions?

• Planning and preliminary investigation are key to directing the goals and
objectives of any project
• Review information available from previous area reports to assist in
advancing on past work and informing next steps
• Seek out examples of similar work to learn about failures and successes
in techniques and planning
• Ask questions and make contact with experts to learn new techniques
and approaches to restoration project design or assessment methods
• Make partnerships with private parties, agencies or consultants where
necessary to ensure the appropriate guidance and skills are included
• Develop a thorough understanding of various opportunities to compare
and prioritise projects that are successful and build off each other
15

16
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2.4 Part 2 – Project Considerations
Hatcheries and Artifical Propagation
presented by Dave Willis, Department of Fisheries and Oceans
1

Overview

•Refresher: what are hatcheries and what can they
do?

Planning a Hatchery
Program

•Considerations when thinking about hatcheries
•
•

Presentation to the Yukon Chinook Restoration Workshop
March 8, 2016
David Willis
DFO Salmonid Enhancement Program

What is a salmon hatchery?
•
•
•
•

Why do we have hatcheries?

What can t
How are they managed?

•Conclusions & advice

3

Water supply
Containers
Biosecurity
People

• Incubation
• Rearing
• Adult holding
• Release

Why do we have hatcheries?
More fish…..
•To catch
•To spawn
•To provide
information
•To educate and
engage people

When Should Hatcheries be Used?

 Harvest
 Rebuilding/supplementation
 Conservation

Abundance is below optimal escapement
Habitat is underutilized (spawning, rearing, marine)
Needed information can be gathered via CWTs etc

 Assessment/research
 Stewardship/Education

A bottleneck exists at some point in the freshwater
life history (e.g. multi-year drought, dam)
Without a clear understanding of limiting factors
To simply try to do “something” to help
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2

Harvest Production

7

Benefits
•Can augment a stock that exists in a habitat no longer
suitable for high natural productivity

Rebuilding & Supplementation

• Relatively small increases in abundance
to support natural rebuilding of stock (up
to 30%)

• Can increase overall population size, thereby increasing
number available for harvest

• Can offset small harvest impacts

•With selective/terminal harvest, can reduce
harvest pressure on wild stocks

• Population below optimal escapement

End point
•If fishery, genetic and
ecosystem goals met, can be
ongoing

8

END POINT: when target has been
achieved

Rebuilding & Supplementation

9

Assessment & Information

10

• Production of salmon for Coded Wire Tagging or other
research
• Useful when information gaps are hindering
management or rebuilding

END POINT: Can be ongoing, can
end when data is complete, or
can end if project will not be
successful

Stewardship & Education

11

12

• Small scale, low risk hatchery production
• Used to engage & educate communities, students,
volunteers

Fish Culture Strategies

• Fish production is the means, not the end

END POINT: can be ongoing,
but must be at a very small
scale

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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Types of Hatchery Intervention

Egg Plant

1. Egg plant
2. Instream incubators
3. Fed fry outplants
4. Subyearling smolts
5. Yearling smolt
6. Captive brood

Incubating fertilized eggs until eyed, and
then planting into natal stream gravels
PRO: cheap, little intervention, little to no
hatchery effect
CON: little relative benefit, difficult to assess
USEFUL WHEN: surplus eggs are
taken, info on gravel quality needed

Instream Incubators

15

Fed Fry Outplants

Incubating fertilized eggs in protected
incubators in the river, released as unfed fry

 In-hatchery incubation, rearing for 4-8 weeks, ~3 g
fry released into available habitat
PRO: little intervention, little hatchery effect, can
potentially increase survival from wild significantly

PRO: cheap, little intervention, little to no
hatchery effect, somewhat sheltered
CON: subject to natural
impacts, requires monitoring

CON: requires assessment of habitat capacity,
moderate resource input needed, large numbers of
fry required for noticeable impact, target release
size can be difficult to achieve

USE WHEN: stable habitat,
population below target,
natural life history desired

Subyearling Smolt
In-hatchery incubation, rear ~90 days, release
with intention of immediate migration to sea at
6-10 g
PRO: Higher survival rates, CWT assessment
feasible
CON: increasing cost, effect on age & size at
return*, possible decrease in stock
productivity*
USE WHEN: short term rebuilding
program (1-2 gens), selective
harvest is possible, hatchery effects
can be mitigated
*Ford et al., 2012
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16

USE WHEN: rearing habitat is available &
underutilized, low level supplementation

17

Yearling Smolt

18

In-hatchery incubation, rear 14 months,
release with intention of immediate migration to
sea
PRO: Highest survival rates*, mimics natural life
history, little/no freshwater interaction
CON: costly, increased risk of domestication
effects, disease
USE WHEN: longer term supplementation
program, only with experienced hatchery, CWT
assessment program

Captive Brood

19

20

Hatchery Refresher Wrap-up

Fish reared in captivity for entire life cycle and
used as brood source
PRO: Can safeguard against loss of genetic
diversity during period of extreme low
productivity
CON: Extremely costly, very specialized
hatchery needed, relatively poor performance
of offspring
USE WHEN: extreme conservation risk,
imminent extirpation

Hatchery Benefits:
What can you realistically expect
in the Yukon River

21

22

Part II: Advice for the Yukon context

•A small incremental contribution to total
aggregate abundance, likely <10%
•CWT mark groups to provide improved
data on run timing, productivity
•A long time before potential results can be
seen (1-2 cycles = 10+yrs)
•Continued low abundance if marine
productivity does not improve

•What needs to be considered if you are
interested in initiating a fish culture project
in the Yukon?

23

Questions to ask….
•Why?
•How?
•Where?
•Who?

24

Formulating the Objective
What goal do we want to achieve, why do
we want to, and is a hatchery the best way
to achieve it?
1.To engage communities via hatchery production
2.To contribute to stock rebuilding to meet a
specific target
3.To supplement a small, terminal harvest

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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How will you meet the objective?

25

Work backwards starting from objective
•Enhancement strategy
•Infrastructure & water supply
•Fish health & biosecurity
•Human resources
•Funding & consultations

PRODUCTION
PLAN

26

• All projects --> clearly articulate objectives

• New hatchery = start small

• Instream incubators or fry program
• Low numbers
• Modest expectations

• Existing hatcheries

• Evaluate existing programs
• Provide data needed to inform future planning

OPERATIONAL PLAN

Risk mitigation plan is key!

ADMINISTRATIVE PLAN

Objectives & Strategy

Yukon Production Planning
Considerations

27

28

1. Describe exactly what you hope to achieve ( e.g. # of fish
returning, % hatchery fish, # of CWTs released). Consider
habitat capacity, current stock status, desired stock status,
limiting factors to recovery

http://wdfw.wa.gov/hatcheries/hgmp/2012_puget_sound.html

Objectives & Strategy

29

30

1. Describe exactly what you hope to achieve ( e.g. # of fish
returning, % hatchery fish, # of CWTs released). Consider
habitat capacity, current stock status, desired stock status,
limiting factors to recovery
2. Using resource material referenced here as well as in the
literature, design an appropriate enhancement strategy to
best meet those goals as well as minimize potential risks.
Consult with DFO staff for advice on initial direction.

Cultus Lake Sockeye Conservation Strategy, 2005
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/334716.pdf
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Biological Risk Management in
Production Planning

Biological Risk Management in
Production Planning

31

Canada’s Wild Salmon Policy (WSP) states that “the risks
of hatchery production to wild salmon will be assessed
through the development of a biological risk assessment
framework”

32

The SEP Risk Management Framework outlines the tools
and procedures that are in place to minimize and mitigate
potential risks of hatcheries to wild salmon
•Integrated production planning

The Biological Risk Management Framework (RMF) was
developed by DFO in 2013 and its principles are
employed in all hatchery planning

•Fish Health Management Plans
•Guidelines: broodstock collection, spawning, carcass
placement, fry stocking density, etc

The RMF identifies 3
main categories of risk:
•Genetic
•Disease
•Ecological

33

Yukon Operational Planning
Considerations
•
•
•
•
•
•

34

Site selection
Brood capture
Incubation & infrastructure
Fish Health
Technical staff plan
Support staff plan

Kitimat River hatchery: Fish Health Management Plan
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/347217.pdf

35

36

Site Selection
• Satellite or local?
• Proximity & accessibility to staff or to
watershed?
• Is there habitat available?
• Transport of adults, eggs & juveniles
A re-evaluation should occur at this stage to ensure site options can align with
previous steps

Brood Capture
• Information
• Manpower
• Equipment
• Plan A, B, C…

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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38

37

Water Supply

Surface Water
•Clean
•Consistent
•Temperature aligns with your
production strategy

39

Infrastructure
Aspects to consider

•

Baseline information on stock status, habitat, targets

2. Operational plan (pilot year)
•

Risk mitigation plan (FHMP, genetic)

3. Infrastructure
4. Human Resources
•
•

Technical
Support & advisory (who is available to consult with?)
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Human Resources

40

Manager/Lead Fish Culturist
-At SEP hatcheries,
minimum 5 years required
• Technical
• Biological &
fish health
support
• Veterinarian
• Administrative

•Water distribution system
•Alarm and monitoring
•Rearing containers
•Juvenile transport

1. Detailed objective & production plan

Aspects to consider

“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure.” Ben Franklin

•Disease profile of
stock
•Enhancement strategy
•Horizontal
transmission on site
•Best management
practices

Groundwater
•Disease free
•Consistent
•Temperature aligns with
your production strategy
•Quantity
•Cost to pump

Your Draft Plan

Biosecurity & Fish Health

41

42

Questions to expect
•Project objectives & monitoring plan
•
•

Genetic management plan
Fish health management plan

•Capacity development
•Integrated into broader recovery &
watershed planning
•Long term plan & exit strategy

BC Interior example: A lesson in
planning

43
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Resources
•SEP material
• SEP Production Planning Framework
• A biological risk management
framework for enhancing salmon in
the Pacific Region
• Community Involvement Program
Best Management Practices Guide
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/361270.pdf
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Library/361269.pdf

45

Resources

Closing Remarks
Temper expectations. If implemented carefully,
hatcheries can contribute to stock restoration, but
will not be able to do so on their own
Work backwards from your objective, hatcheries
MAY be a tool that can help, but they may not
A skilled and dedicated workforce are critical to
successful fish culture of scale
Set very clear objectives for any hatchery
production, with quantifiable measurables
Assessment must be a top priority
Maintain an adaptive management strategy

•US Hatchery Reform

• On the Science of Hatcheries, 2014
• Hatchery Reform Principles and
Recommendations of the Hatchery
Scientific Review Group

http://www.hatcheryreform.us/hrp_downloads/reports/hsrg_princ_recs_report_full_apr04.pdf
http://www.hatcheryreform.us/hrp/reports/hatcheries/welcome_show.action
http://wdfw.wa.gov/hatcheries/hgmp/2012_puget_sound.html
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Thank You!

David.Willis@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
604-666-2030
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Appendix III
3.1 Part 3 – Project Development Considerations
Planning Tools: Some B.C. Examples
presented by Mike Wallis, Environmental Aquatics Inc.

Watershed Planning Tools
Used
Planning Tools for Watershed Project
Development :
Some B.C. Examples 1991-2016

• Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment
(CCME) Ecosystem Objectves Process
• Watershed-based Fish Sustainability Planning
(WFSP) Process
• Pacifc Salmon Foundaton (PSF) Salmon Recovery
Planning Process

March, 2016 Restoraton Workshop,
Whitehorse, Yukon

Watershed Planning Examples

• Salmon River Watershed: approx. 150,000 ha
• Bonaparte River Watershed : approx. 500,000 ha
• Swif Creek Watershed: approx. 15,000 ha
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Watershed Character

• All watersheds have some features in common
• Each watershed has its own unique character

Some common BC problems

Salmon River Watershed:
150,000 ha

• Summer low fow
• High water temperature
• Unstable eroding streambanks
• Lost riparian vegetaton
• High irrigaton demands
• Declining salmon returns

SRWR: Planning priorities followed some
early habitat restoration demonstration
projects

SRWR Watershed Planning
Activity

• A few co-operatve partners (First Natons, DFO,
landowners, local gov’t and others) undertook a
few habitat restoraton project to demonstrate
opportunites for habitat improvement 91-93
• Cornerstone technical and fnancial support from
DFO and others lead to a watershed perspectve
• began a discussion amongst the community and a
broader range of potental partners about how to
plan more projects

• Organized meetngs (1995-97) to set some CCME
goals to protect watershed values
• Refned the plan with WFSP and PSF Planning tools
(2002-2003), contnued building partnerships and
act on goals

Example of the importance of planning
process flexibility: SRWR Trends and
Conditions Report

CCME Watershed Plan: 13 Goals
and Objectives, completed 1997

• Part way through the two year CCME watershed
planning process, the group realized it did not
know enough about its watershed to identfy issues
and agree on solutons
• A trends and conditons report took inventory of
key features and allowed the group to conclude the
frst watershed plan by 1997, concurrent with
ongoing feld work

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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Multiple Indicators Selected

13 CCME goals, objectives and indicators
remain central to the plan 20 years later

• Healthy salmon and salmon habitat selected as an
indicator of healthy watershed
• Enduring driver for SRWR actvity for salmon a well
as the social, economic and ecological values they
represent

SRWR: Watershed Planning
process

Watershed based Fish
Sustainability Plan (WFSP), 2002

• CCME 1995-97
• >50 meetngs
• 13 Goals and objectves
• Social economic and
ecological health
• Fish and fsh habitat
selected as an indicator

• Enabled a focus on fsh and water issues
• By default included 13 CCME goals
• Expanded on forum for how-to discussions
• 18 mos long, planning team of 44, 8 task teams
• Public consultaton from communites
• Five fsh, six water optons developed
• Flexible planning process garnered support

• WFSP 2002 and PSF
Recovery Planning 2003
enabled a closer look
at water and fsh
relatonships based on
existng partnerships
and cooperatve feld
actvites since 1991
• Fish and fsh habitat
remained an indicator
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Community consultation

WFSP Recommended
Programs

• The WFSP process was fexible so did not exclude
previous partners
• By reportng back with the informaton assembled
and asking for recommendatons, local community
members remained an integral at of the WFSP
process
• Cooperatve partnership worked: the SRWR
facilitated the process, in the end the local
community owned both the plan and the
opportunity to act

1 Monitoring
2 Forest practces
3 Land use (incl agric)
4 Economic Devel
5 Fish and fsh habitat mgt
6 Surface water availability
7 Water storage
8 Riparian mgt
9 Groundwater mgt
10 Irrigaton use
11 Water quality

PSF Salmon Recovery Plan
• The PSF Recovery
model was fexible and
enabled the SRWR to
bring forward its CCME
and WFSP ecosystem
based goals and
objectves and add
more specifc fsh\fsh
habitat restoraton
goals and objectves

Since 1991 several hundred high priority
streambank erosion and riparian planting sites
have been addressed

• The SRWR levered
funding from
agriculture through the
BCCA and the EAEP to
double the number of
restoraton sites
completed using these
planning tools and by
cost sharing with DFO,
FSWP, PSF, PSC and
many other funders

SRWR 2004-2016
• Plans became a
powerful tool for
building
partnerships,
fundraising and feld
acton
• Water and Riparian
issues remain a
common focal point
throughout, including
salmon

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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SRWR Plan Ongoing:

Bonaparte Watershed
Stewardship Society

• Current planning and
partnership building
ongoing toward long term
goals subject to funding:
FSWP, …now PSF, RFCPP…

Watershed Planning

Watershed Planning Priorities
• diverse watershed
• >500,000 ha, many
streams, lakes,
wetlands
• Variety of human
uses
• Similar issues

Streambank Restoration sites on
Ranches, Farms, Band Land

Thanks eh
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BWSS activity since 1991 had
included lots of
• Riparian erosion control
• Riparian area management
• Sponsorship from many sources including DFO,
FSWP, PSF, FRISP (BCCA) CP, HSP, PSC, and many
others

BWSS sought perspective and
direction
• Wanted to put the restoraton work into context:
• What do the individual sites add up to?
• How far do we go?
• What are the local priorites for the watersheds
future?
• What about other priorites like water supply?

Watershed Planning 20072008

Watershed Planning
• BWSS initated a community based watershed plan
through FSWP 07-08 ,concurrently with ongoing
streambank restoraton work
• Method was a hybrid of CCME, WFSP and PSF
• Plan includes entre watershed
• Local community interests drive the priorites
• Process was fexible and inclusive

2007-2008 Watershed Planning
Process: Key Ingredients
• Guiding principles
• Important watershed features, characteristcs,
values, uses
• 12 Key areas of acton to protect these values
• Ongoing efort to implement goals of the plan and
involve more groups

BWSS 2007 Watershed Plan:
12 Action Areas

Example: Goal 7 Fish and Fish
Habitat

• Watershed planning
• Watershed health
• Partcipaton
• Communicaton and
Involvement
• Using available maps,
data and informaton

• Watershed planning
that supports good fsh
resources
• Improved fsh habitat,
populatons and
harvestability

• Riparian areas
• Fish and fsh habitat
• Water quality
• Water supply
• Sustainable agriculture
• Forestry and forest
health
• Managing development

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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Over one hundred high priority Streambank
erosion and riparian planting sites have been
addressed

BWSS Plan is ongoing :

Have improved local knowledge of
streambank stabilization

Swift Creek Restoration
Project

• current planning and
partnership building
toward long term goals,
subject to funding
• PSF, SSBC, RFCPP,
Wastetech

Swift Creek Restoration Project:
• Small watershed
• Small, close knit
community
• Catastrophic
runof in 2012
triggered acton
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Swift Creek Restoration Project:
• Support for project
organized by local
champion targetng small,
locally important chinook
run
• Assistance directly
requested from DFO
• Field actvity begun as
demonstraton projects
2013

Swift Creek Watershed
Restoration Plan

Swift Creek Watershed Plan

• Inventory of key
restoraton
opportunites
undertaken
• Restoraton sites
competed in priority
sequence subject to
funding
• Simplifed Watershed
plan being developed
alongside feld acton

• Inventory
stream
issues

Swift Creek Watershed Plan

Swift Creek Watershed Plan

• Restore
degraded
fsh
habitat

• Educate locals
and tourists to
the value of fsh
an fsh habitat

Swift Creek Restoration
Project

Swift Creek Watershed Plan

• Local school, Simpcw Band, Prov. (MoTI) and Fed.
Agencies (DFO) , local government, community
groups, outdoors business and recreatonal users,
NGO’s (PSF, TMLF), tourists and citzens are
involved

• ongoing efort
to develop a
watershed
perspectve and
build
partnerships
amongst
various
watershed
users

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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3.2 Part 3 – Project Development Considerations
Assessment
presented by Nathan Millar, Department of Fisheries and Oceans

PART 3
Project Development Considerations

Outline
• Assessing Adults
– Sonar
– Weir

• Assessing juveniles
– Big Salmon juveniles

Assessment
Restoration Workshop
Canadian-Origin Yukon River Salmon
March 8 & 9, 2016
2

Porcupine Sonar
Fishing Branch Weir
Eagle Sonar
Big Salmon Sonar
Teslin Sonar
Blind Creek Weir
Whitehorse Fishway

Sonar
• Requires specialized equipment and expertise
• Likely target mid to large rivers
• Species apportionment

4

Weir
•
•
•
•

Requires a lot of infrastructure
Likely target small rivers
Challenges with water level
If accessible – good opportunity for local
engagement

5
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Aerial Survey
• Requires long time series
• Expensive but quick

6

Aerial Surveys
2015: 428

2015: 242

7

8

Assessing Juveniles

9

10
Data from EDI and VGG; CRE 09-15

Capturing Juvenile Chinook Salmon
Rotary Screw Trap (RST)

Beach Seining

Passive Trapping (Gee traps)

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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Chinook Salmon Outmigration Timing by Gear Type

Relating Adult Chinook Spawners to Production

Number of chinook captured

RST

Gee

2015 Juvenile
Chinook Salmon Catch

Seine

14

QUESTIONS?

15

3.3 Part 3 – Project Development Considerations
Planning Tools: Lessons Learned from Case Studies
presented by Mike Wallis, Environmental Aquatics Inc.

Some common BC problems
Planning Tools for Watershed Project
Development :
Lessons learned from three B.C. case studies

March, 2016 Restoraton Workshop,
Whitehorse, Yukon
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• Summer low fow
• High water temperature
• Unstable eroding streambanks
• Lost riparian vegetaton
• High irrigaton demands
• Declining salmon returns

Urban Development

Agricultural Development

Forest Development

Natural Inf luences

Salmon River Watershed:
150,000 ha

SRWR: Watershed Planning
process
• CCME 1995-97
• >50 meetngs
• 13 Goals and objectves
• Social economic and
ecological health
• Fish and fsh habitat
selected as an indicator

• WFSP 2002 and PSF
Recovery Planning 2003
enabled a closer look
at water and fsh
relatonships based on
existng partnerships
and cooperatve feld
actvites since 1991
• Fish and fsh habitat
remained an indicator

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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SRWR 2004-2016

Bonaparte Watershed
Stewardship Society

• Plans became a
powerful tool for
building
partnerships,
fundraising and feld
acton
• Water and Riparian
issues remain a
common focal point
throughout, including
salmon

Watershed Planning Priorities
• diverse watershed
• >500,000 ha, many
streams, lakes,
wetlands
• Variety of human
uses
• Similar issues

Riparian Restoration WinWins
•
Riparian
restoraton can be
accomplished in a
way that supports
sustainable
agriculture and fsh
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Watershed Planning

2007-2008 Watershed Planning
Process: Key Ingredients
• Guiding principles
• Important watershed features, characteristcs,
values, uses
• 12 Key areas of acton to protect these values
• Ongoing efort to implement goals of the plan and
involve more groups

Riparian Restoration Works
• Working
cooperatvely
with producers
has produced a lot
of win wins over
the past 25 years

Riparian Management
Practices
• help demonstrate that

Swift Creek Restoration
Project

riparian restoraton
supports sustainable
agriculture and fsh
habitat
• public goods (fsh,
rivers) can be cost
efectvely protected
by promotng best
practces

Swift Creek Restoration Project:
• Support for project
organized by local
champion targetng small,
locally important chinook
run
• Assistance directly
requested from DFO
• Field actvity begun as
demonstraton projects
2013

Swift Creek Watershed
Restoration Plan
• Inventory of key
restoraton
opportunites
undertaken
• Restoraton sites
competed in priority
sequence subject to
funding
• Simplifed Watershed
plan being developed
alongside feld acton

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

Some lessons learned from
three B.C. case studies

• Recognize the need for
a long term
perspectve...

Restoration Workshop, May 2016
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A Lesson Weʼve Learned

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

• ...with a need
for some short
term results

• Don’t expect 100%
success
• Successes and
failures are both
important feedback
mechanisms to
guide plans and
actons over the
long haul

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

A Lesson weʼve learned

• Everything is
incremental
• Showing
progress
takes tme
• Our role is to
go in the right
directon

• Create a collectve
vision
• Implement one
step at a tme
• Be prepared to
revisit and
reshape the plan

A Lesson Weʼve learned

A Lesson Weʼve learned

• Concurrent
planning and
feld acton
builds interest
amongst a
broad range of
stakeholders
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• Planning and
acton are both
important to
keep interest
up

A Lesson weʼve learned

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

• Agency priorites shif
and funding sources
cycle through

• Move away
from short
politcal/fscal
cycles toward
deep biological
cycles

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

• Community
partcipaton is
the glue
between
funding and
partnership
cycles
• Build local
capacity

• perpetual
educaton and
awareness efort
is needed

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

• Volunteers will
return if they :
• See a result from
their efort
• Have fun
• Understand how
it fts into a
bigger goal

• Be organized
to accept
help
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A Lesson Weʼve Learned

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

• cultural diferences
exist
• urban and rural
perspectves
• government,
landowners, First
Natons and industry
perspectves

• Consensus
planning
takes tme
but the
process and
the outcomes
strengthen
partnerships

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

• Try to Avoid
taking
positons
• Try to Look
for concerns
in common

• Lead by example
• Don’t expect everyone
to believe you
• Allow people tme to
change their minds

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

A Lesson Weʼve Learned

• Establish trust and
respect amongst
partners through
consistency and a
positve history of
working toward
common goals
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• Monitoring and
feld actvites
have technical
and
educatonal
functons

A Lesson Weʼve Learned
Summary: Value of a Watershed based
plan in building local Social, Economic and
Ecological Capacity

• Monitoring
results help
encourage
others to
partcipate

Value of a Plan: Looking for
the Linkages

Value of monitoring in watershed
planning

• Need a watershed perspectve to see the linkage
between sites and partners
• mutual benefts become evident to partners
• improves resource accessibility
• Powerful tool for fundraising and cooperatve feld
acton
• whole becomes greater than the sum of its parts

• Improves performance and build partnerships
• Supports informed decision making, setng
achievable goals
• Provides guideposts for checking progress: where
are we, where do we go from here
• Technical, scientfc and common observaton: all
important ways to monitor results

Value of Monitoring

Participation: Community
Involvement

• Encourages clearer
explanaton of issues
• Clarifes what works
and what doesn’t
• broadens perspectves
• Can be used to
multply resource base

• Community awareness: Long term key to success
• A way to build enduring partnerships and
cooperaton toward common goals
• A way to build local capacity
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Operating principles in
common that lead to
successes
• Ecosystem (watershed) approach
• Inclusive process
• Incremental pursuit of collectve vision
• Long term perspectve

70 Restoration Workshop, May 2016

Checking the scoreboard
• Planning
• Restoraton Acton
• Monitoring
• Partcipaton
• ...which of these would apply in your project?

Appendix IV
4.1 Part 4 – Project Ideas and Priorities
Assessment and Monitoring
presented by Nathan Millar, Department of Fisheries and Oceans

PART 4
Project Ideas

Project Types
• Assessment and Monitoring
– Enumerating adults
– Juveniles – distribution in summer and winter
– Genetic baselin

• Habitat Assessment and Restoration
– Big Salmon juveniles

Assessment and Monitoring
Restoration Workshop
Canadian-Origin Yukon River Salmon
March 8 & 9, 2016

2

Enumerating adults
• What kind of Requires specialized equipment and
expertise
• Likely target mid to large rivers
• Species apportionment

3

Weir
•
•
•
•

Requires a lot of infrastructure
Likely target small rivers
Challenges with water level
If accessible – good opportunity for local
engagement

4
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Aerial Survey

Aerial Surveys

• Requires long time series
• Expensive but quick

2015: 428

2015: 242

5

6

7

8

Assessing Juveniles

Data from EDI and VGG; CRE 09-15

Capturing Juvenile Chinook Salmon
Rotary Screw Trap (RST)

Beach Seining

Passive Trapping (Gee traps)
9
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Chinook Salmon Outmigration Timing by Gear Type

Number of chinook captured

RST

Gee

Seine

QUESTIONS?

Relating Adult Chinook Spawners to Production

2015 Juvenile
Chinook Salmon Catch

13

14

4.2 Part 4 – Yukon River Project Ideas and Priorities
R & E Fund Application Advice
presented by Nathan Millar, Department of Fisheries and Oceans

PART 4
Yukon River Project Ideas and Priorites

Presentation Overview
• General
– General guidelines
– Using headings

• Specific

R & E Fund Application Advice
Restoration Workshop
Canadian-Origin Yukon River Salmon
March 8 & 9, 2016

–
–
–
–
–

Project relevance and significance
Approach and methods
Key Personnel
Benefits
Costs & Cost Effectiveness
2
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Sections of the Project Proposal

Sections of the Project Proposal
1. Relevance and Significance

1. Relevance and Significance

• Overview
• Relevance and Significance

• Overview
• Relevance and Significance

2. Technical Merit

2. Technical Merit

• Approach
• Schedule
• Assumptions and Risks

• Approach
• Schedule
• Assumptions and Risks

3. Capacity to Deliver

3. Capacity to Deliver
• Key Personnel
• Coordination, Approvals, Consultation & Partnerships

• Key Personnel
• Coordination, Approvals, Consultation & Partnerships

4. Benefits

4. Benefits

• Measures of Success
• Monitoring and Assessment
• Cost/Benefit

• Measures of Success
• Monitoring and Assessment
• Cost/Benefit

5. Cost Effectiveness

5. Cost Effectiveness
• Cost
• Cost Sharing and Efficiencies
• Duration of Funding Request

3

General DP Guidelines
• Write the Detailed Proposal (DP) as if you are
unfamiliar with the project/logistics/methods

• Cost
• Cost Sharing and Efficiencies
• Duration of Funding Request

4

General DP Guidelines Cont.
• Use all resources available

• Check the scoring matrix to ensure you have
included the required information for EACH section
• Have someone edit your proposal
– Content & Grammar

(Scoring Matrix)
5

General DP Guidelines Continued

6

Example: Use Headings from Matrix

• Concise, Simple & Complete DP
• Easier to mark
– Usually receive better overall score
– Provides reviews with more information to convey to the
YRP to make their decisions

• For each section in the scoring matrix, you can use
a heading
– You can do this for EACH section
7
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8

2 – Technical Merit;
Approach/Methods

1: Relevance & Significance
Take guidance
•From the Scoring Matrix:
– Headings for Interdependencies, Near Term Priorities

•From the DP Template:
– Restoration and Enhancement projects
– Justify the priority status of the stock in question citing
the source of any prioritization scheme and describe the
likely effect of this project on that stock.
9

10

2 – Technical Merit;
Approach/Methods Cont.
• Schedule
– each objective/activity should be indicated

• If possible, state each objective (heading) with the
methodology you will use
• Include enough detail to understand how each
objective will be accomplished.
Assessment
• In two spots in the DP, be sure to address in at least
one section (hopefully fixed for 2017 call)
• Should have at least 1 assessment for each objective

3 – Capacity to Deliver:
Key Personnel
Free
Points

• Assumptions and Risks
– Often underdeveloped
– Try to include at least one large risk or assumption for
every objective (you might have more)
• Example: Risk that enough community members will attend the meeting

– Include mitigation
• Example: Will contact prominent Elders and personally invite and arrange
transportation, if required.
11

3 – Capacity to Deliver:
Key Personnel Cont.
• Break Permits, Co-ordination and External Partners
into headings

• Common Mistake  Include a brief resume to
highlight relevant experience
– Allows reviewers who are often unfamiliar with
proponents to score key personnel

• If you would score poorly (0 to 3) for a highly
technical project, consider hiring a contractor or
partnering with a technical expert to provide
additional experience and to score better
12

3 – Capacity to Deliver:
Key Personnel Cont.
• Common Mistake to Avoid
 Include letters of support when partnering to
confirm staff time, resources and equipment

13

14
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4 - Benefits Cont.

4 - Benefits
• Generally DPs score poorly in this section
– Spending a little more time here could bring your DP up
in score

• Measure of Success
– Discussed Above

• Monitoring and Assessment
Example 1: There will be no long term monitoring or
maintenance as we will maintain the Restoration Plan
within our FN Government and it will be published on the
YRP’s website.

16

15

4- Benefits:
Cost/Benefit

4 - Benefits Cont.
• Monitoring and Assessment

• Cost/Benefit

Example 2 (Stocking): We have dedicated a full time
position to oversee the stocking activities, for the next 5
years. This will cover most of the ongoing staff costs. Our
FN has supported restoration activities within our
Traditional Territory for over 10 years (bank stabilization
project and juvenile production project) and will continue
to support the strengthening of our Chinook populations
for many year’s to come.
17

5 - Cost Effectiveness
• Common Mistake  Break costs down to make it
easier for reviewers to judge

18

5 - Cost Effectiveness Cont.
• Duration of Funding Request

Free
Points

– Example:
• Food $750
• Food (5 people for 5 days) $750

Common Mistake State a Duration and
how it will achieve the long term goal
19
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Example: We will need 1 years to create a Restoration
20
Plan. The first year will include
meetings to
determine community support for different
restoration activities and potential locations. We
will then continue with research to see which of the
proposed restoration activities are feasible. It is
anticipated that it will take a year to complete the
community outreach, research and drafting of the

5 - Cost Effectiveness Cont.

Ask Questions
Free
Points

• Duration of Funding Request
• Common Mistake State a Duration and how it will
achieve the long term goal

• Contacts
• Get feedback

Example: We will need 1 year to create a Restoration Plan.
The first year will include meetings to determine community
support for different restoration activities and potential
locations. We will then continue with research to see which
of the proposed restoration activities are feasible. It is
anticipated that it will take a year to complete the
community outreach, research and drafting of the
Restoration Plan.
21

22

4.3 Part 4 – Yukon River Project Ideas and Priorities
R & E Fund Application Advice
presented by Sean Collins, Department of Fisheries and Oceans

General	
  DP	
  Guidelines
• Write	
  the	
  Detailed	
  Proposal	
  (DP)	
  as	
  if	
  you	
  are
unfamiliar	
  with	
  the	
  project/logis=cs/methods
• Check	
  the	
  scoring	
  matrix	
  to	
  ensure	
  you	
  have
included	
  the	
  required	
  informa=on	
  for	
  EACH
sec=on
• Have	
  someone	
  edit	
  your	
  proposal
– Content	
  &	
  Grammar

Example

Concise,	
  Simple	
  &	
  Complete	
  DP
• Easier	
  to	
  mark
– Usually	
  receive	
  beKer	
  overall	
  score
– Provides	
  reviews	
  with	
  more	
  informa=on	
  to	
  convey
to	
  the	
  YRP	
  to	
  make	
  their	
  decisions

• For	
  each	
  sec=on	
  in	
  the	
  scoring	
  matrix,	
  you	
  can
use	
  a	
  heading
– You	
  can	
  do	
  this	
  for	
  EACH	
  sec=on

Relevance	
  &	
  Signiﬁcance
• From	
  the	
  Scoring	
  Matrix:
Headings	
  for	
  Interdependencies,	
  Near	
  Term
Priori=es
• From	
  the	
  DP	
  Template:
Restora(on	
  and	
  Enhancement	
  projects:
Jus=fy	
  the	
  priority	
  status	
  of	
  the	
  stock	
  in	
  ques=on
ci=ng	
  the	
  source	
  of	
  any	
  priori=za=on	
  scheme	
  and
describe	
  the	
  likely	
  eﬀect	
  of	
  this	
  project	
  on	
  that
stock.
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Approach/Methods
• If	
  possible,	
  state	
  each	
  objec=ve	
  (heading)	
  with	
  the
methodology	
  you	
  will	
  use
• Include	
  enough	
  detail	
  to	
  understand	
  how	
  each
objec=ve	
  will	
  be	
  accomplished.
Assessment
• In	
  two	
  spots	
  in	
  the	
  DP,	
  be	
  sure	
  to	
  address	
  in	
  at	
  least
one	
  sec=on
– Hopefully	
  ﬁxed	
  in	
  =me	
  for	
  the	
  2017	
  call

• Should	
  have	
  at	
  least	
  one	
  assessment	
  for	
  each	
  objec=ve

Approach/Methods	
  Cont.
• Schedule-‐	
  each	
  objec=ve/ac=vity	
  should	
  be
indicated
• Assump=ons	
  and	
  Risks

– O_en	
  underdeveloped
– Try	
  to	
  include	
  at	
  least	
  one	
  large	
  risk	
  or	
  assump=on	
  for
every	
  objec=ve	
  (you	
  might	
  have	
  more)
• Example:	
  Risk	
  that	
  enough	
  community	
  members	
  will	
  aKend
the	
  mee=ng

– Include	
  mi=ga=on

• Example:	
  Will	
  contact	
  prominent	
  Elders	
  and	
  personally
invite	
  and	
  arrange	
  transporta=on,	
  if	
  required.

Key	
  Personnel	
  Cont.

Key	
  Personnel
• Common	
  Mistake	
  	
  Include	
  a	
  brief	
  resume	
  to
highlight	
  relevant	
  experience

Free	
  Points

• Break	
  Permits,	
  Co-‐ordina=on	
  and	
  External	
  Partners	
  into
heading

– Allows	
  reviewers	
  who	
  are	
  o_en	
  unfamiliar	
  with
proponents	
  to	
  score	
  key	
  personnel

• If	
  you	
  would	
  score	
  poorly	
  (0	
  to	
  3)	
  for	
  a	
  highly
technical	
  project,	
  consider	
  hiring	
  a	
  contractor	
  or
partnering	
  with	
  a	
  technical	
  expert	
  to	
  provide
addi=onal	
  experience	
  and	
  to	
  score	
  beKer

Beneﬁts

Common	
  Mistake	
  	
  Include	
  leKers	
  of	
  support	
  when
partnering	
  to	
  conﬁrm	
  staﬀ	
  =me,	
  resources	
  and	
  equipment

Cost/Beneﬁt

Beneﬁts	
  Cont.

• Generally	
  DPs	
  score	
  poorly	
  in	
  this	
  sec=on

– Spending	
  a	
  liKle	
  more	
  =me	
  here	
  could	
  bring	
  your	
  DP	
  up	
  in	
  score

Measures	
  of	
  Success

– Already	
  discussed	
  above

Monitoring	
  and	
  Assessment
Example:	
  There	
  will	
  be	
  no	
  long	
  term	
  monitoring	
  or	
  maintenance	
  as	
  we
will	
  maintain	
  the	
  Restora=on	
  Plan	
  within	
  our	
  FN	
  Government	
  and	
  it
will	
  be	
  published	
  on	
  the	
  YRP’s	
  website.
Example	
  2	
  (Stocking):	
  We	
  have	
  dedicated	
  a	
  full	
  =me	
  posi=on	
  to	
  oversee
the	
  stocking	
  ac=vi=es,	
  for	
  the	
  next	
  5	
  years.	
  	
  This	
  will	
  cover	
  most	
  of	
  the
ongoing	
  staﬀ	
  costs.	
  	
  Our	
  FN	
  has	
  supported	
  restora=on	
  ac=vi=es	
  within
our	
  Tradi=onal	
  Territory	
  for	
  over	
  10	
  years	
  (bank	
  stabiliza=on	
  project
and	
  juvenile	
  produc=on	
  project)	
  and	
  will	
  con=nue	
  to	
  support	
  the
strengthening	
  of	
  our	
  Chinook	
  popula=ons	
  for	
  many	
  year’s	
  to	
  come.
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Example	
  (long	
  term	
  value):
The	
  crea=on	
  of	
  a	
  Restora=on	
  plan	
  will	
  direct	
  restora=on	
  ac=vi=es	
  (inves=ga=ons,
stocking	
  and	
  assessment)	
  over	
  the	
  next	
  15	
  years.	
  	
  This	
  is	
  a	
  long	
  term	
  beneﬁt	
  to	
  Yukon
River	
  Chinook	
  as	
  it	
  will	
  outline	
  controls	
  that	
  could	
  suspend	
  stocking	
  to	
  preserve	
  the
donor	
  stock	
  if	
  conserva=on	
  becomes	
  a	
  concern….
Example	
  (describe	
  the	
  cost):
A	
  cost	
  of	
  our	
  stocking	
  project	
  is	
  the	
  removal	
  of	
  eggs	
  from	
  the	
  donor	
  stock.	
  	
  While	
  this
will	
  result	
  in	
  a	
  less	
  produc=ve	
  donor	
  stock	
  during	
  the	
  stocking	
  phase,	
  the	
  beneﬁts	
  of
having	
  a	
  re-‐established	
  popula=on	
  nearby	
  could	
  provide	
  beneﬁts	
  to	
  the	
  donor	
  stock	
  by
decreasing	
  preda=on/ﬁshing	
  on	
  the	
  donor	
  stock…..

Cost	
  Eﬀec=veness

Cost	
  Eﬀec=veness	
  Cont.

DuraFon	
  of	
  Funding	
  Request

Free	
  Points

Costs
•Common	
  Mistake	
  	
  Break	
  costs	
  down	
  to	
  make
it	
  easier	
  for	
  reviewers	
  to	
  judge
– Example:
• Food	
  $750
• Food	
  (5	
  people	
  for	
  5	
  days)	
  $750

Common	
  Mistake	
  State	
  a	
  Dura=on	
  and	
  how	
  it	
  will
achieve	
  the	
  long	
  term	
  goal
Example:	
  We	
  will	
  need	
  1	
  years	
  to	
  create	
  a	
  Restora=on	
  Plan.	
  	
  The	
  ﬁrst
year	
  will	
  include	
  mee=ngs	
  to	
  determine	
  community	
  support	
  for
diﬀerent	
  restora=on	
  ac=vi=es	
  and	
  poten=al	
  loca=ons.	
  	
  We	
  will	
  then
con=nue	
  with	
  research	
  to	
  see	
  which	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  restora=on
ac=vi=es	
  are	
  feasible.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  an=cipated	
  that	
  it	
  will	
  take	
  a	
  year	
  to
complete	
  the	
  community	
  outreach,	
  research	
  and	
  dra_ing	
  of	
  the
Restora=on	
  Plan.

4.4 Part 4 – Yukon River Project Ideas and Priorities
Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
presented by Jesse Trerice, Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee

Planning Tools for Watershed Project
Development :
Some B.C. Examples 1991-2016

March, 2016 Restoraton Workshop,

Watershed Planning Tools
Used
• Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment
(CCME) Ecosystem Objectves Process
• Watershed-based Fish Sustainability Planning
(WFSP) Process
• Pacifc Salmon Foundaton (PSF) Salmon Recovery
Planning Process

Whitehorse, Yukon

Watershed Planning Examples

Watershed Character

• Salmon River Watershed: approx. 150,000 ha
• Bonaparte River Watershed : approx. 500,000 ha
• Swif Creek Watershed: approx. 15,000 ha

• All watersheds have some features in common
• Each watershed has its own unique character
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Salmon River Watershed:
150,000 ha

Some common BC problems
• Summer low fow
• High water temperature
• Unstable eroding streambanks
• Lost riparian vegetaton
• High irrigaton demands
• Declining salmon returns

SRWR: Planning priorities followed some
early habitat restoration demonstration
projects

SRWR Watershed Planning
Activity
• Organized meetngs (1995-97) to set some CCME
goals to protect watershed values
• Refned the plan with WFSP and PSF Planning tools
(2002-2003), contnued building partnerships and
act on goals

• A few co-operatve partners (First Natons, DFO,
landowners, local gov’t and others) undertook a
few habitat restoraton project to demonstrate
opportunites for habitat improvement 91-93
• Cornerstone technical and fnancial support from
DFO and others lead to a watershed perspectve
• began a discussion amongst the community and a
broader range of potental partners about how to
plan more projects

4.5 Part 4 – Yukon River Project Ideas and Priorities
Pacific Salmon Foundation
presented by Dr. Brian Riddell, Pacific Salmon Foundation
A federally charity registered in 1987

www.psf.ca

An Introduction
Dr. Brian Riddell & Mr. Terry Tebb
Yukon Territory, Sept. 23/24 2015
1
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Our Work…
Our Work…

Our work...

Grant Making:
Community
Salmon Program /
Bursaries
Research:
Salish Sea project
Skeena River
program
Independent
reviews

Fund raising:
Events, Corporate,
Foundations,
Individuals, and
Government.
Education &
Awareness:
Website,
Communications, Social
Media, Salmon Safe
certification

Goldcorp’s support…

Goldcorp's support...

• Seeded the Foundation’s Salish Sea
Marine Survival Project – 5 projects;
• Enabled seven major salmon habitat
restoration, enhancement and education
projects;
• Helped the Foundation achieve new &
sustainable government funding.
• Supported record Gala fundraising

150+
45+
$20
5
participants entitie
million
years
s
(Cdn partners recognized
in the Progress
report)

1
questio
n

www.marinesurvivalproject.com
7

Potential opportunities &
services in Yukon

Identify potential
partners and build
relationships.
Research
development &
facilitation, build
collaborations

Thank You
Build Community
Programs
Fund management
and accounting
Representation in
Ottawa and Alaska

briddell@psf.ca
(604) 664-7664
10
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Appendix V
5.1 Workshop Evaluation / Measures of Success
Measures of Success
In addition to the deliverable of a final workshop summary report, the Restoration Workshop project success was
measured according to the following criteria, as outlined in the 2015 YRP Restoration and Enhancement Fund
proposal:
• Adequate presentations were developed to convey messages and information in an effective and comprehensive manner.
• The workshop was well attended with participation from Yukon First Nations and Renewable Resources Councils.
• Through the use of interactive sessions, the workshop accomplished its objective to promote discussion.
• The evaluation form (questionnaire) completed by 26 of the 40 participants provided excellent feedback on overall workshop content,
presentations, and participants’ knowledge of subject matter post workshop.

Some evaluation comments:
• “More group work next time to develop ideas, network, and collaborate.”
• “Loved it! Do more of this!”
• “Provided useful tools and recommendations.”
• “Helpful. But need more Yukon examples.”
• “Local First Nations should be contacted and asked to assist DFO when they are working on projects…”
• “Greatly improved my understanding of fish science in general and restoration specifically.”
• “It shows that there are a lot of steps to consider in restoration.”
• “Need to do TK research on salmon.”
• “Very well done. A lot of good information provided by knowledgeable people.”
• “Need more information on project scale, system limitations, funding, support, and collaboration.”
• “An annual meeting would really benefit folks.”
• “More Traditional Knowledge stories, fishcamps, fisherman, and Elders’ stories.”
• “Sandwiches were excellent!”
• “Run this workshop annually as an update for the different governments and agencies running projects to improve/facilitate collaboration.”
• “What is the definition of ‘Restoration’ as DFO and the YRP see it? We need to know how to meet the priority to make projects meaningful
and to be successful in funding.”

Respondants’ overall workshop rating:
52% EXCELLENT
47.5% GOOD
0.5% FAIR
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORM

Workshop Title: RESTORATION WORKSHOP| Canadian-origin Yukon River Salmon
Date:
March 8 & 9, 2016
Hosted By: Fisheries and Oceans Canada
For the following areas, please indicate your rating:
1

1. Content

2

3

Fair

4
Excellent

Covered useful material
Practical to my needs and interests
Well organized
Well paced
Presented at the right level
Effective activities
Useful visual aids and hand-outs
2. Presentation
Presenters’ knowledge
Presentation style
Presenters covered material clearly
Presenters responded well to questions
Presenters facilitated interaction among
participants well
3. How could this workshop be improved?
4. How has this workshop contributed to
your understanding of Canadian-origin
Yukon River Salmon Restoration?
5. Do you feel better positioned to engage
in restoration project/program
development as a result of this workshop?
6. What specific information do you still
require to better inform your work on
Canadian-origin Yukon River Salmon
Restoration?
6. Would you like to be contacted about
next steps and follow-up related to this
workshop? If yes, please provide your
preferred contact information.
7. Any other comments or suggestions?
8. Overall, how would you rate this workshop?

[

] POOR

[

] FAIR

[

] GOOD

[

] EXCELLENT
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